ALTERATION OF THE LAVAS SURROUNDING THE
HOT SPRINGS IN LASSEN VOLCANIC
NATIONAL PARK
Cnanr.BsA. ANrnnsox, flnioersityoJ California,Berkeley,Calif.
INTRODUCTION
The general characters and many important details regarding
the hot springs o{ the Lassen Volcanic National Park, California,
have been presentedby Day and Allentin their admirable treatise.
In this work, they devoted some discussionto the characterof the
rock decompositionproduced by the hot springs, but indicated
that further studies might profitably be made. Mr. R. H. Finch
of the U. S. GeoJogical Survey Volcanological Observatory,
Mineral, California, also suggested the desirabitity of this work
and to him the writer is indebted Ior many courtesies during the
pursuit of the field work. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the helpful comments of Dr. E. T. Allen of the GeophysicalLaboratory,
Washington,D. C., regardingthe characterof the lava alterations.
The writer wishes to expresshis thanks to the members of the
Board of Researchof the University of California for the award
of a grant used for the preparation of thin sections and chemical
analyses.
Dr. Howel Williams made some observations on the decomposition of the lavas while studying the geology of the region and has
incorporated this information in his excellent report. For the
location and geologic environment of the hot springs, the reader is
referred to his map.2
Four main groups of hot springs were visited, Boiling Lake,
Devil's Kitchen, Bumpass Hell, and Supan's Springs (Tophet
Springs on the U. S. G. S. map). These lie southeastto southwest
of Lassen Peak. Detailed maps of the first three areas showing the
location of the various springsare to be found in the report oI Day
and Allen.3
ALTERATION OF THE LAVAS
SouncB axo Neruno ol Acro. According to Day and Allen, the
chief agent responsible for the alteration of the lavas is sulphuric
1 Day, Arthur L., and Allen, E. T., The volcanic
activity and hot springs ol
Lassen Peak: Carnegie Inst. Wash. Publ. 36O, 7925.
2 Williams, Howel, Geology of the Lassen Volcanic
National park, California:
Bull. Unit;. oJ CaliJ. Publ , Dept. GeoI. Sci.,vol.2l, pp. 195-385, 1932.
3Op. cit., pp. 92,95 and 114.
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acid. In their discussion of the origin of this acid, they concluded
that it lormed .in part from the direct oxidation o{ hydrogen
sulphide under the conditions prevailing in the hot spring basins.
Also deposition of free sulphur and later oxidation in the moist
warm air might form additional sulphuric acid.a According to
them "none of the waters of thesehot springsis far from neutrality.
Of those analyzed six were practically neutral, four were alkaline
and eight were acid. The acidity ranged from 19 mg. to 436 mg.
HzSOrper liter, that is, from 0.002 to a trifle over 0.04 weight per
cent."5
FrBrl AppBARANCE.Several rock types have been affected by
the action of the hot springs. These range from blue-black basalts
at Boiling Lake, gray pyroxene andesites at Devil's Kitchen and
Supan's Springs,to pale gray dacitesat BumpassHell. Regardless
of the initial character of the rock, they have been bleached and
decomposed to glaring white, rarely to yellow brown and red
products. Among thesedecomposedlavas lie clustersof f umaroles,
hot springs and mud pots, containing sediments of decomposed
Iavas.
Mrwcnar,ocrcar. CnenacrER. It is generally assumed that lavas
attacked by sulphuric acid will alter to opal with the liberation of
the alkalies, alkaline earths, iron, and aluminum as soluble sulphates. Although various soluble sulphates of these basesdo occur
around the hot springs, the insoluble residuedoes not in all cases
consist of pure opal, for muds from the hot springs may be composed of nearly pure kaolin while others consist of opal and kaolin
in varying ratios.
Opol. The opal is usually white and powdery; locally it may be
compacted, and have waxy fracture surfaces. When examined
under the microscope, it appears in honey yellow and dark gray
grains, the latter evidently developing from the ferromagnesian
minerals. The index of refraction is variable, chiefly ranging about
1 . 4 5 0 + . 0 0 5 ,b u t v a l u e sa s l o w a s 1 . 4 1 0 1 . 0 0 3w e r e o b s e r v e d .
Kaolin. Frequently this mineral is so intimately associatedwith
opal that no reliable value of the refractive indices can be obtained. Microcrystalline aggregates usually have an index of
1.565+.005 but owing to the absenceof large crystals, the intera For the evidence pointing to
this conclusion see Day and Allen, op. cit., pp.
138-140.
5 Op. cit., p. 113.
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ference colors are hardly perceptible. Some isotropic aggregates
gave very low values {or the index of refraction (n:1.52+.10)
suggesting halloysite. Four powder n-ray patterns of kaolin-rich
sedimentwere prepared through the kindnessof Mr. W. H. Dore,
of the Division of Plant Nutrition, University of California, and
these were examined by Professor Adolf Pabst of the department
of geology of the same University. Owing to the contamination
by alunite, qtf,artzand tridymite, the several kaolin minerals could
not be distinguished.
Alunite. Alunite (KrO . 3Alroa. 4SO+. 6HrO) is almost ubiquitous.
This mineral is easily recognized because of its higher indices of
refraction and greater birefringence compared to the common
associates.It is present in isolated crystals and aggregates,the
crystals seldom exceeding .03 mm. in dimension.
Trid.ymite.The tridymite may be residual in part, but is largely
secondary.It occursin radiating twinned crystals, .l to .2 mm. in
Iength, usually associated with opal or chalcedony. The optical
propertiesare d: 1.474+ .002; 7 : 1.478+ .002,parallel extinction
with negative elongation,2V:30o-40' (estimate),positive. A thin
section was treated with fuchsine dye after a 20 minute treatment
with concentrated hydrochloric acid in order to eliminate the
possibility that the tridymite might have been confused with a
zeolite. The mineral remained unstained.
In addition to these minerals, qtrartz is occasionally found,
residual in part. Pyrite is common in the sediments of the mud
pots, though rarely found in the decomposed lavas surrounding
the hot springs. Residual minerals include plagioclase, pyroxene'
and to a minor extent, hornblende,biotite and magnetite. Zircon
is present in many samples;and has probably been concentrated
in some of the mud pots.
SrecBs rN DBcourosrrroN. fn many placesit is possibleto find
fragments of lavas that have been partly altered so that a core of
the original rock remains. At Devil's Kitchen and Bumpass Hell
talus material is gradually brought to the hot springs, while at
Supan's the hot springs occur in a caldera where the fragmental
rocks suggest agglomeratesand breccias infilling a vent.6 Without
exception, the soft, white, chalky exteriors are composed largely
of opal with minor amounts of alunite. In a few specimens, tri6Williams, op. cit.,p.2M.
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dymite was found, and, to judge from chemical analyses and
staining with fuchsinedye, kaolin is also presentin minor amounts.
Williams? has suggested that decomposition commences with
the porphyritic pyroxenes, {or specimensstudied by him from the
western end of Bumpass Hell and from Diamond Peak showing
incipient alteration are characterizedby chJorite,calcite, (?) sericite and talc pseudomorphs oi the ferromagnesian minerals.
However, among the specimens studied by the writer in which
blocks of lava with a decomposedexterior grade to a fresh core,
this selective decompositionis not apparent. In some specimens
there may be limited selection of the feldspar phenocrysts while
in others the groundmass has suffered more alteration. Locally
the boundary between fresh and decomposedrock is quite sharp,
but elsewhereit is feathery. Again, a hard bleachedzone an inch
or more in width separatedthe two. But no early decomposition
of the ferromagnesian minerals is discernible and in some partially
altered lavas, fresh pyroxene is imbedded in opal. The cause of
these conflicting observations may be that the specimensstudied
by the writer represent fragments of lavas that are being altered
at the present time, while the specimensstudied by Williams are
now removed from active solfataric action and may be the result
of decomposition when the solfataric action was of a different
character.
Frequently there is a retention of the original texture even after
compJetealteration. In thin section the outline of the phenocrysts
and microlites will be well preserved and the original ferromagnesian minerals will be marked by opal colored with dark dust. But
when the polarizer is inserted, the field appears black owing to the
isotropic opal with the exception o{ occasional tridymite and
almost ubiquitous alunite crystals. The latter mineral may be
found concentrated near the fresh rock replacing the plagioclase
or scattered evenly throughout the altered rock. A surprising
feature is the presence of original magnetite crystals in some of
these intensely decomposedlavas; evidently the magnetite is not
appreciably attacked by the sulphuric acid.
Bulrpass Horr. A sample of dacite from Bumpass Hell (spring
14) was selected for analysis of the core, bleached hard transition
zone, and the soft powdery exterior (Table I, nos. 1, 2,3). Some
alteration of the core has taken place judging from the rather high
7O p .c i t . , p . 2 6 3 .
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content of water, although no perceptible alteration is visible in
thin section. The progressiveleaching of the basesoutward from
the core with marked increase in the silica content is quite pronounced. In the transition zone,a striking feature is the relatively
high amount of sulphate. Assuming that the KrO and NazO are
combined in alunite, there should be 9 per cent of alunite in this
zone, with only 1 per cent in the altered exterior. The analysis indicates that the altered material is largely opal, and this is easily confirmed under the microscope. In addition scattered residual quartz
phenocrysts from the original dacite add to the content of silica.
Tridymite is present in minute wedge-twinned crystals, in part
associatedwith chalcedony.From the analysis,it is seenthat only
a fraction of the alumina is present in alunite, and assumingthat
all of it is combined to form kaolin there would be 2] per cent of
this mineral in the altered exterior. Upon staining a slide with
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Analyses by W. H. Herdsman.

4. Basaltfrom Boiling Lake I
5. Mud from Boiling Lake I Quotedfrom Williams, op. cit., p. 285.
6. Mud from Devil's Kitchenl Analvst. Wheeler.
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fuchsine dye, and assuming that the finely divided material that
absorbedthe dye is kaolin,s it appears that the mineral is largely
developed in some of the phenocrysts and microlites of feldspar,
in intimate associationwith opal. This mixture is sensibly isotropic
and no reliable value of the index of refraction can be obtained.
Some tridymite is present in the glassy groundmass of the unaltered core and may be original similar to the occurrences reported by Kuno.e But much tridymite is associatedwith veinlets
of pyrite and chalcedony, and must therefore be of secondary
origin. Also it is usually concentrated in the completely altered
exterior, so that it appearsto be forming now. This is of interest
becausethe temperaturesof this spring are recorded by Day and
Allenlo as ranging from 90oC. to 94.1oC. the latter being above
boiling point at that elevation. Daubr6e11
has reported the formation of tridymite at temperaturesas low as 73oC. at Plombibres,
France, where Roman bricks have been altered by hot spring
action to a zeolitic mass containing opal and tridymite.
Teslr

II
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Specimen immersed in hot water, Devil's Kitchen.
White sediment from hot spring fif ty f eet above Warner Creek, Devil's Kitchen.
Mud from mud pot above Warner Creek, Devil's Kitchen.
Sediment from mud pot near water levei of Warner Creek, Devil's Kitchen.
Dense white altered lava, not near present activity, Supan's Spring.
Sediment from mud pot, north of highway, Supan's Spring.
Sediment from mud pot, Bumpass Hell.
White altered lava along road cut, Little Hot Spring Valley.
Near No 8.
Sample from surface of hill, Bumpass Hell. Quoted from Day and Allen, op.
cit.,p.142.

E Ilolmes, Arthur, P etrographic methods and. caleulations, p. 275, 1931.
e Kuno, Hisashi, On silica minerals occurring in the groundmass of common
Japanese volcanic rocks: Bul,l. Earthquahe Research Inst., Tokyo Imp. Univ., vol.
ll, pp 332-390, 1933.
to Op. cit., p. 107.
t1 1)aubr6e, M., Sur la pr6sencede la Tridymite dans les briques z6olithique de
Plombidres: Bull. Geol,.Soc. France,3rd ser., vol.4, pp. 523-524,1876.
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Dnvlr.'s KrrcnoN. The soft powdery exterior of a block of
andesite partly submerged in the hot water of spring 1, Devil's
Kitchen, was partially analyzed (Table II, No. 1) and is practically
identical with the analyzed material from Bumpass Hell, except
for a higher content of alumina. If all of this alumina is present in
kaolin, there would be over 7 per cent of this mineral in the decomposedlava, but actually the amount is lessdue to the presence
of alunite. Staining with fuchsine dye revealed that the clay is
limited to original feldspar microlites, and as in the specimen
described from Bumpass Hell the clay is intimately admixed
with opal. Tridymite is also present in wedge-shapedtwins. A veinlet of opal containing crystals o{ alunite indicates that this mineral
may be deposited from solution.
Two samples of andesite were studied from Devil's Kitchen
where only steam now has accessto the rocks; here the alteration
products were dry and powdery and of only limited development.
fn one specimen sulphur crystals were being deposited on the
surface. The dry powder from the exterior consisted of opal,
sulphur and unaltered plagioclase and hypersthene crystals. In
thin section, it was noted that the plagioclasephenocrysts may be
partly replaced by opal and sulphur while fresh feldspars and
pyroxene might be traversed by minute veinlets of sulphur. There
was a suggestion that sulphur partly replaced the groundmass. In
the other specimen, the dry altered lava consisted of opal accompanied by crystals of alunite and tridymite.
LrmrB Hor SpnrNc VarrBv. In the above cases,transitions to
fresh rock are always found, but in road cuts between Supan's
Springs and Bumpass Hell (above Little Hot Spring Valley),lavas
are exposed that have been completely altered leaving no trace of
the original rock and there has been a cessationof thermal activity.
Two specimens collected a short distance apart and identical in
appearance from a macroscopic examination were partially analyzed (Table II, Nos. 8 and 9) and the difierencesare quite striking.
Assuming that all the alumina is present in the form of kaolin
there would be 51 per cent in No. 8 and only 4 per cent in No. 9.
Hor SpnrNc Muos. As revealed by microscopic examination,
the muds from the hot spring basins consist largely of opal and
kaolin accompanied by variable quantities of alunite, tridymite,
and residual minerals such as feldspar, pyroxene and zircon with
fragments of lava in all stages of decomposition. Some of the
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muds, e.9.,from Devil's Kitchen (Table f, No. 7, Table If, No. 2)
may contain considerable quantities of kaolin, while certain of
those in Bumpass Hell are colored yellow by much precipitated
sulphur. A sample from spring 4, Bumpass Hell, studied by Day
and Allenl2 contained 64 per cent sulphur, 17.6 per cent opal,
15 per cent kaolin,3.3 per cent alunite and a trace of pyrite.
Mur Pors. The mud pots are essentially hot springs with a
limited supply of water so that there is no visible outlet, and the
basin contains thick pasty mud constantly agitated by escaping
gas. Partial analysesof four air-dried muds (Table If, Nos. 3, 4,
6, 7) indicate that kaolin is the chief constituent, an assumption
easily verified by the microscope. Finely divided opal is always
present,frequently in intimate associationwith the kaolin. A similar association of these minerals has been reported from the
Yellowstone mud pots by Allen.l3Alunite was observedin 14 out
of 18 of the Lassen samples. The mud pots frequently contain
many of the residual minerals, such as unaltered plagioclase and
pyroxenes, and the apparent concentration of zircon in some
sedimentsis quite striking.
In addition to the minerals, the tests of diatoms were noted in
three mud pots, one at Devil's Kitchen and two from Supan,s
Springs, while a questionable diatom was noted from Bumpass
Hell. Diatoms comprising 10 per cent of the sediment have been
reported from mud pots near Beowawe, Nevada,ra but in the
Lassen sediments,the diatoms constitute less than one per cent.
Dr. G. D. Hanna of the California Academy of Scienceshas kindly
examined the samples from the mud pots and has reported the
following species:
Caloneis bacillum (Grunow). Most common form.
C aloneis latiusculo Kutzing
N eidium ir idis (Ehrenberg).
P,innular ia micr ostota on (Ehrenberg).
Rhopalodt a 9166lo (Ehrenberg).

According to Dr. Hanna, thesediatoms may very well have lived
in the cooler moist portions of the mud pots rather than in the hot
mud itself which frequently attains a temperature close to 90oC.
t2Op. cit.,p. 120.
r3 Allen, E. T., Hot springs
of Yellowstone park: j6tk International Geological,
Congress, Guidebook 24, pp. 76 and 23, 1933.
la Nolan, T. B., and Anderson,
G. H., The geyser area near lleowawe, Eureka
County, Nevada: Am. f our. Sci., 5th ser., vol. 27 , pp. 226-221 1934.
,
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BonrNc LarB. The sedimentfrom Boiling Lake is also composed
largely of kaolin (Table I, No. 5). This lake is an oval basin of hot
water about 200 yards in largest diameter. Gas bubbles rise
occasionallyto various points on the surfacewhile the lake is encircled by a chain of hot springs and mud pots, most of which are
near the boiling temperature. The temperature of the t'ater in the
lake averagesabout 50"C. The floor of the lake consistsof a cream
colored mud while the basalt surrounding the basin has been
decomposedto reddish and white alteration products.
fn addition to the kaolin, which comprisesthe major portion of
every sample examined, small amounts of opal, alunite, pyrite,
and, occasionally, iron oxide, may be present. Angular qttartz
grains were found in some of the samples,and as qtartz does not
appear in the basalt surrounding the lake, it appears reasonable
to assumethat it developedas a result of alteration.
FonuarroN or Quanrz. At Supan's Springs, some altered material is composed largely of microcrystalline qvarLz (Table II,
No. 5). These specimensare usually harder and more flint-like
in appearancethan products from the other hot spring areas. In
thin section relic porphyritic textures may be recognizedbut upon
inserting the analyzer the rock is resolved into a microcrystalline
aggregate of quartz accompanied by minor quantities of alunite
and opal. Thin sectionsof similar characterfrom other areasin the
park (Warner Creek, one to two miles below Drakesbad' and at
base of Pilot Pinnacle) were loaned to the writer by Dr. Williarr'-s.
His specimensand those from Supan's Springs are all removed
from areas of present active hot springs indicating that the decomposition took place when activity was more widespread and
that sufficient time has elapsed for the opal to change to microcrystalline qtrartz.
However, minor quantities of qvartz associatedwith opal were
observed replacing the groundmass of some of the lavas from
Devil's Kitchen, and angular quartz fragments were noted in
sediments from mud pots and hot springs derived from quartzfree andesites.Several examplesof the replacementof tridymite
by microgranular quartz were observed. Possibly, therefore, some
quaftz forms directly. Day and Allenr5report the presencein two
springs of well faceted, double terminated quartz crystals which
may have formed during decomposition.
15Op. cil..,p. ll9.
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CONCLUSION
In summary it may be stated that opal is the chief product in
the altered exteriors of all lava fragments collected where active
decomposition is taking place, accompanied by minor amounts of
kaolin and alunite. The muds from the hot spring basins may be
somewhat similar in composition except that they usually contain
more kaolin. The mud pots and the sedimentsfrom Boiling Lake all
consist largely of this mineral.
Day and Allen suggestedthat two types of lava decomposition
appear to be in progress:
"the one producing kaolin and some silico without aluminum sulphate, the other
producing silica with aluminum sulphate. In the fact that kaolin is decomposed by
strong sulphuric acid into silica and aluminum sulphate, the key to the difierence is
doubtless to be found. If the acid forms in a place where sufficient water is percolating, its concentration is kept down to such a value that the decomposition of Ieldspars, volcanic glass, and possibly other minerals is incomplete. The intermediate,
and comparatively stable compound haolin results, and this, as we have seen generaliy occurs in the springs, together with very dilute acid. It would not be surprising if the fine sticky mud of the low and wetter portions of the Devil's Kitchen
and Bumpass Hell should also prove to contain kaolin, but observations have noL
been extended to these points.
" On the other hand, if sulphuric acid forms in nearly dry ground it will accumuIate by progressive oxidation of the sulphur gases and the concentration may reach
in the form of sirupy films. It is under such
comparatively high values-probably
conditions that this more complete type of rock decomposition occurs, as field observations indicate."16

There is considerable evidence in support of their conclusion,
namely the high alumina content of the sedimentsfrom Boiling
Lake where one might expect the greatest dilution of sulphuric
acid. AIso the mud from Devil's Kitchen near Warner Creek
(Table II, No. 4) is from the wetter portions referred to in the
above quotation. Moreover, opal is being formed from lavas that
are being attacked by steam where the acid may be more concentrated.
But the occurrencein the hot springs of decomposedlava fragments consistingof opal (Table II, No. 1) requires some explanation, if the above conclusion is acceptable. Needlessto say, these
fragments, if altered in another environment could be transported
only a very short distance because of their incoherent character.
However, if the rocks above the water level of the springs were
16Op. ci.t.,p. 144.
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attacked by acid developed by condensation of the water vapor
and oxidation oI the hydrogen sulphide, and this acid were to
become concentrated by progressive oxidation, pure opal might
form, and lavas so altered might drop a very short distance into the
water without loss of form. According to Dr. E. T. AllenlT this
acid formed above the water level of springs at the Geysers,
California, may exceed30 per cent concentration while the strongest sulphuric acid in spring water that he has found (Yellowstone)
had a concentrationof only 0.4 per cent. This would indicate that
rocks attacked by spring water would be subjected to a weak acid
while rocks immediately above the water line would be attacked
by acid many times the concentration, and would explain why the
sediments in the mud pots and springs are richer in clay compared
to the rocks above the water level of the springs' The point might
be raised that the springs would in time have their outlets lowered
owing to the soft character of the altered lavas, and rocks rich in
kaolin might then be attacked by more concentrated acid, altering
lhem to alunite and opal, as suggested in the above quotation.
Ilowever, no specimenswere found where there is any suggestion
of this although it might be difficult to recognize a relic kaolinrich stage.
Another explanation was ofiered by Day and Allen for the
concentration of the kaolin in the mud pots. "Where the springs
have an outlet much of the finest material is naturally carried
away by flowing water, but where the conditions favor its retention, as they do in the mud pots, the chief constituent of the
sediment is kaolin."l8 Ilowever, in attempting to separate the
kaolin from the opal and alunite, Dr. F. A. Johnson, of the University of California, treated a sample in a centrifuge, and even
after prolonged rotation, the kaolin did not separate' and the fact
that muds from hot springs with outlets may also contain a large
portion of kaolin castssomedoubt upon this suggestion.It appears
that the high content of this mineral is probably related to conditions of formation rather than to mechanical separation.
Another suggestion for the high concentration of kaolin in the
mud pots and hot spring basins might be offered. When one
examinesthe chemical composition of the gasesevolved from these
17Personal communication.
r8 Day and Allen, o1. cit., p. 719.
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hot springsleit is seen that COs is the chiei constituent. It ranges
in amount from 89.80 per cent (spring 24, Devil's Kitchen) to
96.40 per cent (spring 16, Bumpass Hell). On the other hand, the
percentage of hydrogen sulphide may range from nothing to 2 per
cent, and with most of the gasesanalyzed, it is less than 1 per cent.
There has been no uniformity of opinion regarding the origin of
kaolin, some investigators suggesting atmospheric weathering,
others pneumatolytic action and others thermal waters. Any of
these processesmay be operative, but Stremme20has ascribed
their action in all casesto the chemical activity of carbonic acid.
Clarke summarizes the situation by saying, "In short, kaolin,
like many other substances,may be formed by any one of several
processes,in all of which, water, hot or cold, and carbonic acid
take part."2r
Considering that carbon dioxide is the chief gas in these thermal
waters, it might be expected that the carbonic acid would attack
the rocks in its upward movement and that kaolin would be produced from the feldspars and glass of the lavas forming soluble
carbonates and soluble silica. However, soluble carbonates were
only reported in three of the spring waters,22described as alkaline
springs, but if sulphuric acid were formed at the surface, the
carbonates would react with the acid to form sulphates with
escape of COz into the atmosphere. The soluble sulphates are
"those of the conxnon rock bases,uith the exception of olumina,
which, in four-fifths o{ the samples, varies from 0 to 0.2 mg. per
100 cc., the amount used in analysis.fn other words, four-fifths of
the waters examined were virtually free from alumina. The more
acid waters contain more alumina."23llowever, Dr. Allen2aexplains
this by the fact that iron and aluminum are similar in some ways,
in that both are held in solution when the sulphuric acid is strong
enough, but are precipitated where it is weak. fn the case of the
alumina, it possibly unites with silica to form kaolin. Dr. Allen has
informed the writer that in the Yellowstone Park area, rock is
altering to clay in a very few alkaline springs, but the cores of two
1eDay and Allen, op. cit., pp. 131-133.
20Stremme, H., Uber Kaolinbildung: Zeit.Jiir prakt. geol.,vol. 16, p. 128, 1908.
21Clarke, F. W., The data of geochemistry: [/. S. Geol. Szrz., Bull. 77O,p.495,
1924.
22Day and Allen, a1. eit., p. Lfi.
23Day and Allen, ap. eit., p. 7lO.
2aPersonal communication.
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drill holes from the geyser basins studied by Fenner yielded no clay
down to depths of 400 feet. The studies of the gasesin the alkaline
areas showed that most of the free carbonic acid had been combined to form bicarbonates at depths beyond the present range
of exploration.
In a recent paper, Allen2shas suggested that in these alkaline
springs of Yellowstone the water supply is large, penetrating to
considerable depths so that carbon dioxide is fixed below ground
by chemical reaction with the surrounding rocks. But in the sulphate areas,a small water supply limits the depth of penetration of
the water, so that atmospheric oxidation of the hydrogen sulphide
forms sulphuric acid which attacks the rocks. In alkaline springs,
the hydrogen sulphide passesdirectly into alkali sulphate, instead
of sulphuric acid. Presumably in the sulphate springs with a
limited downward extensionof water, the time element might be
a factor in the opportunity of the carbonic acid to react with the
rocks, particularly as near the surface, it escapesreadily in the
atmosphere owing to the heated character of the water.
In summary, it appears that the various types of alteration
products are related to the concentration of the sulphuric acid;
where the acid is strong, comparatively pure opal wiJl form, as in
areasattacked by steam and above the water level of the springs.
In the springs and mud pots, as well as Boiling Lake, where the
acid concentration is low, kaolin is the important constituent.
That the carbonic acid is an effective agent in the formation of
the kaolin appears questionable in the light of the results so far
obtained from Yellowstone and so kindlv reported to the writer
by Dr. Allen.
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